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Subtle shifts in urban signals often precede the transformation of neighborhoods and indicate the migration of (sub)cultural
micro-scenes across urban space. Being an observer of such subtle traces of change in Vienna's cityscape, Vienna-based
and UK-born artist Jonathan Quinn started noticing small traces of night activity in the street around one of his favorite
personal hangouts, a bar named ‘Futuregarden’ in Vienna's sixth district. Signs that – as he put it – indicated that this has
became recognisable as a place “where things are happening”.

There, in 1996 the Iraq-born Amer Abbas had opened his gallery ‘kunstbuero’ (art office), followed only a few years later
right next door by the ‘Kunsthalle 8’, a project space for the gallery, and the ‘Futuregarden’ bar. Jonathan Quinn had been
involved with the project since its very conception together – over the years – with a growing mesh of artists presenting
their works there.

With his latest work ‘at home’ Jonathan Quinn starts from the connotations of the remark “at home” on invitation cards,
usually indicating an informal drinks party in the early evening. The informal formality of such a gathering provides an
opportunity to do business too, in a private and more relaxed situation. This sociological mix of rituals has found its way
into the scenario of the exhibition opening, where growing numbers of freelance cultural producers do their wheeling and
dealing in an ostensibly easygoing setting.

Making use of the spaces of ‘kunstbuero’ and ‘Kunsthalle 8’ and integrating the ‘Futuregarden’ bar and its street facade
billboard he conceptually recreates an elegant solution for an interior for such a party. However due to the fragility of the
work and the difficulty in actually seeing it, the space can only be viewed in small groups at the opening. There is no drinks
party in the gallery, the exhibition shows the informal formality of home as an already bygone form of protective space.

‘at home’ relates to aspects from two of Quinn's previous projects: For ‘home/work’ (2002) he permitted groups of visitors
into his home and studio, making them part of his investigations into the notion of ‘home’ and the role of the artist in
today's societies. In ‘ehnix’ (2001) he introduced the use of thread to designate interior objects. With ‘at home’
(November 17 to December 16 2004) Jonathan Quinn transcends experiences from those projects both in his explorations
and subtle interventions in physical and social space, while attempting to counter the declassification of the artist with elegant
solutions in an art historical context and in the history of taste.
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Keine Frankfurter  Kueche

coloured and uncoloured thread,  weights,  steel  cable  with  fasteners ,  h o s e  c l ips ,  a luminium f rame
approx.  360cm x  265cm x  230cm
Vienna,  2006

photographs  by  Wolfgang Thaler

The thread outl ines are based on a selection of  different plans by Margarete Schü tteLihotzky (the f irst  woman to qual ify
as  an  architect  in  Austr ia)  to  provide the proport ions  of  a  'bas ic '  set  o f  c abinets .  T h e o ut l ine  o f  th e  main  units  i s  9 0 %  o f
ful l s ize & there is  no def init ion of  function ( i .e.  no bit  that  looks l ike an oven,  or  a  s ink).  In  Engl ish the kitchen is  wide ly
known as  the  f i rst  f i t ted k itchen;  in  German people  tend to  refer  i ts  p io neer ing us e  o f  Fo rdist  pr inc ip les  in  th e  h o me.
Whatever,  i t ' s  a lso  the  f i rst  domest ic  use  of  normed cabinet  s izes  ( and o f  a  c o nt inuo us  w o rk  surf ac e) ,  th e  prereq uis i te
for  f latpack furniture  (e.g.  Ikeasty le  packaging of  se l fassembly  units) .  So  I  made Ke ine  Fr a nkf ue r t e r  Kue che as  a  s e l f
assembly  f latpack too.  Many of  the  weights  have a  Bauhaus  geneolo gy.  T h e c urv e  o f  th e  f rame is  c aus ed by  tensio n.  
Edit ion of  seven.

Plans  and background information were  provided by  Die  Sammlungen der  U niv ers i tät  f ü r  angew andte Kunst  Wien &
MAK Wien,  structural  advice  by  Herwig  Mül ler.











adk-A1
Jo n a t h a n  Q u i n n

A k a d e m i e  d e r  K u e n s t e
1 0 5 5 7 B e r l i n

1 7 . - 3 1 . 0 7 . 2 0 0 5

Samuel Beckett; Marino Marini & Mies van der Rohe (+ bust); shelf visible in 2nd photo; 2 x Studio 2. AdK photos © AdK archives



adkA1

Situated in  the 1957 Hansa Vierte l  housing development
in  Ber l in ,  Ate l ier  1  at  the  Akademie  der  Künste  was
opened a long with the bui ld ing in  1960.
There were only  3  photographs in  the Akademie archives
showing  the  space  in  i t s  or ig ina l  state ,  and  2  of  the
ne ighbour ing  stud io .  The  photographs  show Mar ino
Marin i  with  Mies  van der  Rohe when the former had just
completed a rather  unconvincing bust  of  the latter.  In  the
background of  one of  the shots  there is  an unusual  book
case,  which is  a lso  c lear ly  documented.  The piece on the
entry  level  was  based on the pr inc ip le  and rough propor
t ions  of  the shel f  in  the photographs.
The  current  whereabouts  o f  the  bookcase  and  the  bust
are unknown.  MM completed a  more successful  l ikeness
of  MvdR in  1967.  There were no photographs avai lable  in
the archives  of  formerres ident  Sammuel  Beckett .
Ol iver Croy* organised the space for me. He real ly  had his
work cut  out  as  the AdK is  run by c iv i l  servants .

* an art ist  and fr iend who now runs  the Ber l in  ga l lery  CroyNielsen
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jonathan quinn

MAST MALI (painted in yogurt)



Galerie Hubert Winter
Breite Gasse 17

1070 Vienna
Austria

14 September - 13 October 2007

MAST MALI (painted in yogurt)

jonathan quinn

MAST MALI translates literally as 'painted in yogurt'. The phrase has its origins in pre-revolutionary
Iran, when small communities were speedily rendered picturesque cheaply to superficially enhance
the Shah's view of the rural context.

The two-storey window and entrance to the space, an early-1980s adaptation inspired by architecture
of the previous decade, are painted with yogurt. 
The outside of the glazed entrance situation is covered by a layer of strawberry and vanilla mix
'bio' yogurt. 
The inside of the window at street level is covered with plain yogurt mixed with saffron. The words
"MAST MALI" have been left uncovered in Farsi lettering.

Suspended threads, weighted to the floor, carry the outline of a Spiral Staircase connecting the
gallery and workspace above to ground level.

Coloured lengths of suspended threads towards the rear of the space delineate full-scale three
dimensional outlines. These threads hang between uncoloured threads that converge in two clusters
of weights hanging from the ceiling.
The threads connecting these weights show the outline of Double Fauteuil with Sofa. Double
Fauteuil consists of two armchairs outlined back-to-back. 

The rear annexe to the space is blocked off with a closed door. 
A TV behind the door emits a flicker of light (the last days of analogue broadcast ORF) and an
adapted red lamp marks the furthest corner of the space.

A tangle of thread comprising the remnants of a previous installation and an experiment is nailed
to the wall - a good idea and a bad idea (salzburg/vienna mix).

A self-assembly flatpack and pieces of two similar chairs, returned from a show in Shanghai, are in a
vitrine to the left of the entrance. Blue has been added to the step to the vitrine and entrance. 

please scroll down



Double Fauteui l CouchSpira l  Sta ircase

































Published translated into German in
Spike Art Quarterly #14

MAST MALI at  Galerie  Hubert  Winter

I was a guard at DIA when they mounted the
spectacular Fred Sandback show in 1998.  It was
an exercise in staying alert to everything and
nothing.  The public's reactions were tri-fold.
Often people would poke their heads in through
the entrance, see nothing, make a comment like
"this floor is empty" and move on.  Others, seeing
guards or being seasoned/curious art viewers
knew what they were looking for and employed
a different set of eyes/senses to secure for them-
selves the subtle objects flawlessly affixed floor
to ceiling in fine thread.

Jonathan Quinn is an expert at understatement and
reduction.  And like with Sandback one needs to
look carefully.  Near the entrance within the large
vertical rope 'hallway' weighted by rocks and
suspended by a steal ring is an almost imperceptible
spiral staircase made of colored fishing line.  A
beautiful twist of poetic ascendancy within an
equally alluring but more obvious rope cage.

At the back of the gallery there is flicker of light
through a door and weights suryan from the ceiling.
The weights balance a couch and two armchairs
made of the same fine colored fishing line that
also disappears into clear filament creating the
linear geometry of a seating arrangement.  As
for the flickering light?  The door is closed and
its contents remain lit behind the textured semi-
transparent door.  Quinn galvanizes all of our
sensory experiences and notions of observation.

The front gallery window is occluded by a thin
film of yogurt painted on the window flecked
with saffron.  The most expensive and exotic of
herbs floating in the most ubiquitous of foods.
In Farsi the words 'painted in yogurt' are revealed
by stencil in the same window.  Every turn of the
exhibition begs all of our attention, participation
and trust, but for all intents and purposes the
space appears empty.  The loudest voice may be
the most recognizable but it is always the person
whispering that we lean in and listen for.

As well as their literal meaning, the words of the
title are used in their original context to talk
metaphorically about superficially masking the truth.
This idea of masking in Quinn's exhibit begins
with the film of yogurt but literally takes another
twist as he exorcises the facade of construction
and actuality by paring down objects to their
possible essence.

'The masking of the truth' also exists as an ironical
engagement of Quinn's talents.  For a person
standing in the exhibition there is nowhere to
hide.  The political implications are there but they
are secondary to the art.  That is intended as the
best sort of comment on 'political art' because the
inverse 'art political' is the one that can surprise.
Quinn knows what he is doing.  He has crafted a
timeless exhibition from essentially a few threads,
a pot of yogurt and suspended weights - and whole
worlds were revealed. (Julie Ryan)





Quilts and Threads
by Clare Greig and Jonathan Quinn

Architecture by Jonathan Greig

Bumbles Cottage and behind
58 Church Street
Bishops Castle
South Shropshire

opens 30 September 2007
runs for October

Bishops Castle is a small market community close to the Welsh border. Long England's smallest town, the current population is
about 1200. The town is home to one of the oldest and one of the most outstanding private breweries in the country - The Three
Tuns at the top and The Six Bells at the bottom of the hill. The community also has a more recent history marked by an influx of
intellectuals, hippies etc. since the advent of the Age of Aquarius due to the positive energy that is purported to flood through the
place. The situation is rural and average incomes are low but there is a culture of personal initiative that has left and continues
to leave its mark everywhere. This is a part of England seldom seen by people not of the islands. Expect rain.

A major problem facing the town is an acute shortage of low-cost accommodation. Subsidised new housing is planned on a micro-level
and in phases on a site close to the centre of town. This is the venue for the show. 

The easiest way to get there is to fly to
Birmingham (about 60 miles)
or Manchester (closer to 100 miles away)
or, at a pinch, Bristol
and rent a car. NOTE pre-Napoleonic driving convention - i.e. keep left.
Or take a train to the nearest train station at Craven Arms.

Bishops Castle lies hard on the border to Wales, in the middle. Shrewsbury is the nearest significant town.
There is one main street with a T at the top. Bumbles is a conspicuously wonky half-timbered house bang on the main street, on
the right before the hill really starts. The Six Bells is on your left as you turn onto the main street from almost wherever you
are coming.

Please email jq@klingt.org if you are planning a visit and need assistance. 

& for the rest... www.bishops-castle.co.uk please scroll down

















home/work

A  s e r i e s  o f  g u i d e d  t o u r s  o r g a n i s e d  i n  c o l l a b o r a t i o n  w i t h  t h e
k u n s t b u e r o  g a l l e r y  &  t h e  A r c h i t e k t u r z e n t r u m  W i e n ,  l a u n c h e d
on 24  November  2002.
In  addit ion to  the coordinated tours  mentioned above,  posters
were  hung  around Vienna announcing "a  smal l  publ ic  tour  of  a
p r ivate  sp ace" ,  appointments  v ia  pr ivatraum@tø.or.at  ( the  tø
internet  p rovider  is  now sadly  defunct) .
The tour  i tse l f  p resented the context  in  which I  l ive  whi le  a lso
il lustrating previous projects and explaining why I  am now living
and working as I  do, with an emphasis on the qualities of mobility
in  an  urban environment.






































































































